
Monday 8th January 2021

Literacy

This lesson will be live at 9:30. 

Follow the Zoom link in your email.



Whilst you wait, read these sentences and think about which ones 
use similes and which ones use metaphors:

It began to rain and rain and rain. It was raining buckets.

Feeling brave, the small boy climbed up the ladder like a monkey.

How do we know one is a simile and one is a metaphor?



WAL: To modify expanded noun phrases.
Must: Identify description in a text.
Should: Identify modified expanded noun phrases in a text.
Could: Use adjectives or prepositional phrases to modify a noun phrase.



Let’s recap!

Here are some nouns:

skateboard   cupboard   key    table 

A noun is a person a place of a thing.  



Let’s recap!

Here are some determiners:

a    an    the     five

A determiner tells you about the 
noun.

Is it a specific noun? How many of 
the noun?  



Let’s recap!

When you combine a determiner and a 
noun you make a
NOUN PHRASE:

a table      an apple 

the skateboard     five keys



Let’s recap!

When you add an adjective to a noun 
phrase you make an

EXPANDED NOUN PHRASE:

a tall table      a red apple    

the metallic skateboard 

five rusty keys



Can you see any EXPANDED 
NOUN PHRASES in this writing?
E.g a tall table      a red apple    

As I ran across the green 
grass, I tried to get home 

before my angry sister told me 
off.

In the middle of the cold, rough 
sea, there was a rickety boat 

and it looked lost.



You can add even more description to an 
EXPANDED NOUN PHRASE by MODIFYING it:

a tall table with wonky legs      

a red apple that was in the bowl   

the metallic skateboard with sparkling wheels    

five rusty keys inside the box



You can modify the ENP by adding more description or a 
preposition (saying where it is):

+ with or that

an old table with wonky legs

a cute child that had sparkling eyes

a rough dog with brown fur

+ prepositions

a bristly bush in between the trees

the tasty cake inside the oven

an old pair of shoes from under the stairs



We are going to be focusing on this setting today:
What nouns can you see?



We are going to be focusing on this setting today:
What nouns can you see?

sunlight

vine

boulder

cove

foliage

waterfall

tree

roots



Your task: 

Modifiers: Use these to modify your 

ENP:

Modify using + description with      

that

Modify using + prepositions

underneath     inbetween over      

across     beside     on     near   below     

on top of     

Useful adjectives:   rough  

glistening   

shimmering    twisting   

crystal clear   blinding    

bright   towering   

emerald  hanging   

deep   cascading   

Nouns:

tree

waterfall

roots

sunlight

vines

cove

boulder

the twisting, splintered tree with brittle bark on the trunk


